ITEM 700

**OCCASIONAL USE DIGITAL VIDEO TRANSMISSION – ONE WAY VIDEO FROM TOC NEWSROUTE BOX**

ITEM 700.1

**Service Description**

Provides a one-way digital video transmission network between Vancouver TOC NEWS ROUTE box and the TOC for the purpose of providing occasional use digital service.

ITEM 700.2

**Conditions of Service**

1. The service is provisioned over unprotected facilities between the Vancouver TOC News Route (ENG) box and the Company’s Vancouver TOC.

2. The service is subject to availability of suitable Company equipment and facilities.

3. Cancellation charges are applicable in the following circumstances:

   a. Cancellation charges of 100% of the scheduled applies if the Customer cancels after the beginning of the scheduled transmission time, or less than 24 hours prior to the beginning of the scheduled transmission time, as booked by the Customer.

   b. Cancellation charges of 50% of the scheduled charges applies if the Customer cancels less than 72 hours and at least 24 hours prior to the beginning of the scheduled transmission time as booked by the Customer.

   c. No cancellation charges apply if the occasional service is cancelled at least 72 hours prior to the scheduled transmission time as booked by the Customer.

   d. Any changes or rescheduling of a reservation within 72 hours of the beginning of the scheduled transmission time as booked by the Customer will result in cancellation charges identified in ITEM 3.a and 3.b except under the following conditions:

      i. The Customer changes the beginning of the transmission time to an earlier start time.

      ii. The Customer changes the end of the transmission time to a later end time.

      iii. The Customer rescheduled the service to a later time. The reservation must be rescheduled only once. Reservations which are rescheduled and then cancelled are charged a cancellation charge of 100%.
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ITEM 700

**OCCASIONAL USE DIGITAL VIDEO TRANSMISSION – ONE WAY VIDEO FROM TOC NEWSROUTE BOX - continued**

ITEM 700.2

4. Digital Video signals conform to SMPTE standard 259M/A, 259M/B, 259M/C, ITU standard - 601, and DVB - ASI signals. Audio signals may be embedded into the data stream by the customer; however, TELUS will not provide audio embedding devices.

Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Item</th>
<th>Usage Charge</th>
<th>Service Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First 15 minutes (or fraction thereof) per connection</td>
<td>$225.00</td>
<td>$125 (Note 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each additional 15 minutes or fraction thereof) per connection</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Charges for a point-to-multi-point network configuration per switch</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note 1**: Service charge applies once per customer per day or once per customer per consecutive booking beyond 24 hours of usage.